
The HOOLIGAN gun series for INTO THE SHADOWS RPG 
 

Hooligan Mark 1 
Created exclusively for a vigilante Mariachi by a small firearms shop in northern Mexico. The short barrel 
and dual revolving cylinders are hidden behind a black codpiece. The assembly is spring-activated and 
when initiated by a specific motion of the wearer’s hips the codpiece opens and the weapon fires until all 
of its rounds are exhausted (use burst firing rules). The assembly is difficult to aim, which accounts for the 
short ranges. It is not intended as a common use weapon, but makes an ideal ace-in-the-hole when the 
wearer appears to be unarmed.  
(From the film Desperado, no picture available.) 
Model: Rodriguez-Savini Crotch-Gun Mark 1 (.357 Magnum) 
Skill: Firearms: revolver 
Ranges: 1/3/5 
Damage: 4D+1 
Ammo: 8 
 

 
Hooligan Mark 2 
This version of the crotch-gun is an improved design with a longer barrel. It was built by the biker owner 
of the firearms shop that produced the original version. The longer barrel is possible because the barrel is 
hinged and raises when the codpiece is opened, the revolving cylinders swing down into place. As with the 
Mark 1 the assembly is spring-activated and when initiated by a specific motion of the wearer’s hips the 
codpiece opens and the weapon fires until all of its rounds are exhausted (use burst firing rules). A similar 
motion can be used to open the codpiece and erect the weapon (bad pun) without automatically initiating 
firing. The assembly is difficult to aim, which accounts for the short ranges.  
(From the film From Dusk Till Dawn, pictured above.) 
Model: Rodriguez-Savini Crotch-Gun Mark 2 (.38) 
Skill: Firearms: revolver 
Ranges: 1/3/5 
Damage: 3D+2 
Ammo: 12 
 
Hooligan Mark 3 
The Hooligan Brassiere-Gun was developed separately from the crotch-gun by an unknown agency for use 
by female assassins. The idea has been mimicked on a number of occasions by various private parties. 
While limited in ammunition and difficult to aim, the surprise value alone is often worth the effort. The 
gun is actually two separate one-shot guns in a special reinforced and padded brassiere to avoid bruising or 
burning the wearer, and to allow for limited aiming. The pressure-activated trigger can be clipped to the 
brassiere or suspended on a wire to the wearer’s pockets or hands. The design has been faithfully 
reproduced by the manufacturers of the Crotch-Gun for their discerning customers. 
(From the book The 10th Victim by Robert Sheckley, no picture available.) 
Model: Sheckley Brassiere-Gun Mark 1 / Rodriguez-Savini Brassiere-Gun (.38) 
Skill: Firearms: Brassiere-Gun 
Ranges: 1/4/6 
Damage: 3D+2 
Ammo: 2 


